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Low-density lipoprotein receptor–related protein 1 (LRP1) is an endocytic recycling receptor with two cytoplasmic
tyrosine-based basolateral sorting signals. Here we show that during biosynthetic trafficking LRP1 uses AP1B adaptor
complex to move from a post-TGN recycling endosome (RE) to the basolateral membrane. Then it recycles basolaterally
from the basolateral sorting endosome (BSE) involving recognition by sorting nexin 17 (SNX17). In the biosynthetic
pathway, Y29 but not N26 from a proximal NPXY directs LRP1 basolateral sorting from the TGN. A N26A mutant revealed
that this NPXY motif recognized by SNX17 is required for the receptor’s exit from BSE. An endocytic Y63ATL66 motif also
functions in basolateral recycling, in concert with an additional endocytic motif (LL86,87), by preventing LRP1 entry into
the transcytotic apical pathway. All this sorting information operates similarly in hippocampal neurons to mediate LRP1
somatodendritic distribution regardless of the absence of AP1B in neurons. LRP1 basolateral distribution results then
from spatially and temporally segregation steps mediated by recognition of distinct tyrosine-based motifs. We also
demonstrate a novel function of SNX17 in basolateral/somatodendritic recycling from a different compartment than AP1B
endosomes.

INTRODUCTION

Epithelial cells posses functional, morphological, and biochem-
ically distinct apical and basolateral cell surface domains and
maintain this polarized phenotype addressing specific plasma
membrane proteins into each domain (Yeaman et al., 1999;
Mostov, 2003; Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 2005). Apical and baso-
lateral proteins are sorted in the biosynthetic route at the level
of the trans-Golgi network (TGN; Rindler et al., 1984; Fuller et
al., 1985; Griffiths and Simons, 1986), and those proteins that
undergo endocytosis can be additionally sorted in recycling
endosomes (RE; Matter and Mellman, 1994; Mostov and Car-
done, 1995; Odorizzi and Trowbridge, 1997). Evidence accu-
mulated over a decade and consolidated in the most recent
studies (Ang et al., 2004; Lock and Stow, 2005; Cancino et al.,
2007; Cresawn et al., 2007; Gravotta et al., 2007) have shown that
the biosynthetic route of at least some proteins includes a

post-TGN transit through RE. Under this scenery, it is now
important to define the relative contribution of the TGN and
RE in the polarized sorting mechanisms of different cargo and
in different kind of polarized cells. Neurons, for instance, have
to direct distinct proteins to somato-dendritic or axonal plasma
membrane domains (Rodriguez-Boulan and Powell, 1992;
Winckler and Mellman, 1999), yet their protein-sorting mech-
anisms remain less known than in epithelial cells. A compar-
ative analysis in epithelial cells and neurons could indeed help
to understand the underlying mechanisms of the polarized
phenotype.

Studies in MDCK cells, the most currently used model of
cell polarity, settled the basics of apical and basolateral
protein sorting (Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 2005). Apical mem-
brane proteins possess sorting information located in their
extracellular, transmembrane, or cytosolic regions (Rodri-
guez-Boulan and Gonzalez, 1999; Marzolo et al., 2003), and
their polarized sorting has been mainly linked to lipid raft
association (Fullekrug and Simons, 2004) and glycosylation
(Fiedler and Simons, 1995). Glycosylation-independent api-
cal pathways have been also reported (Marzolo et al., 1997,
2003; Rodriguez-Boulan and Gonzalez, 1999; Bravo-Zehnder
et al., 2000; Marmorstein et al., 2000). In contrast, basolateral
transmembrane proteins hold discrete sorting signals exclu-
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sively in their cytoplasmic domains and frequently based on
tyrosine (NPxY, Yxx�) or dihydrophobic (LL; IL) residues.
Noncanonic basolateral motifs lacking any consensus se-
quence have been also described (Casanova et al., 1991;
Aroeti and Mostov, 1994; Le Gall et al., 1997; Odorizzi and
Trowbridge, 1997; Deora et al., 2004). In addition, many
basolateral proteins possess recessive apical-sorting infor-
mation that becomes apparent after abrogation of their ba-
solateral motifs (Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 2005). The frequent
finding that Y-dependent basolateral motifs are collinear
with endocytic determinants has for a long time suggested
that the basolateral and the endocytic-sorting machineries
share some common elements (Hunziker and Fumey, 1994;
Matter and Mellman, 1994; Matter et al., 1994; Rodriguez-
Boulan et al., 2005). Studies involving clathrin adaptors (Folsch
et al., 1999; Ohno et al., 1999; Simmen et al., 2002) and, most
recently clathrin itself, (Deborde et al., 2008) in basolateral
sorting support this notion.

Because the TGN and endosomal compartments cooper-
ate in the process of polarized protein sorting (Rodriguez-
Boulan et al., 2005), it is important to define where and how
the variety of sorting signals become decoded. In MDCK
cells, newly synthesized apical and basolateral membrane
proteins segregate first at the TGN (Rodriguez-Boulan et al.,
2005). Then, membrane proteins leaving the Golgi apparatus
may traverse RE compartments before arrival to the cell
surface. This pathway has been better documented for ba-
solateral proteins (Ang et al., 2004; Lock and Stow, 2005;
Cancino et al., 2007; Gravotta et al., 2007). At least for some
basolateral proteins, such as the transferrin receptor (TfR)
and vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein (VSVG) protein,
but not the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR), biosyn-
thetic trafficking through RE seems to be an obligate station
(Cancino et al., 2007). Some apical proteins may also pass
through endosomal intermediates (Cresawn et al., 2007).
Once at the plasma membrane, proteins internalized from
each cell surface domain can be recycled back to the same
domain or transported by transcytosis to the opposite pole
(Matter et al., 1993; Aroeti and Mostov, 1994; Matter and
Mellman, 1994; Mostov and Cardone, 1995; Odorizzi and
Trowbridge, 1997). Again, this view mainly derives from
observations in basolateral proteins, as many of them are
also endocytic proteins that recycle several times without
losing polarity (Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 2005), indicating
that they are sorted first during their biosynthetic trafficking
and then several times during recycling (Matter et al., 1993;
Gan et al., 2002; Marzolo et al., 2003; Cancino et al., 2007;
Gravotta et al., 2007).

Studies on the LDLR (Matter et al., 1993) and polymeric
immunoglobulin receptor (pIgR; Aroeti and Mostov, 1994)
led to the concept that the same sorting motifs are used both
at the TGN and recycling endosomes. However, the TfR
seems to use distinct motifs at these locations (Odorizzi and
Trowbridge, 1997). The sorting machinery of the TGN can
discriminate between different basolateral sorting signals in
vitro (Müsch et al., 1996) and in vivo (Soza et al., 2004) and
could in principle also discriminate between otherwise sim-
ilar basolateral and recycling motifs. So far, the proteins
involved in decoding basolateral sorting signals have been
the widely expressed AP4 complex (Simmen et al., 2002) and
the clathrin adaptor complexes AP1B complex specifically
expressed by certain epithelial cells (Folsch et al., 1999; Ohno
et al., 1999; Gan et al., 2002), both acting predominantly upon
Y-dependent motifs. AP1B has been localized in TfR-con-
taining recycling endosomes as part of the sorting machin-
ery operating in post-TGN biosynthetic and recycling path-
ways (Cancino et al., 2007; Gravotta et al., 2007). It is

necessary to extend the analysis of the sorting signals that
could operate at the TGN and/or endosomes and to search
for additional decoding elements that might be involved in
distinct endocytic compartments.

All these aspects are less known in neurons, even though
they are considered to share elements of the sorting machin-
ery with epithelial cells (Horton and Ehlers, 2003; Silverman
et al., 2005). There are several examples of apical and baso-
lateral proteins handled, respectively, as axonal and soma-
todendritic proteins in neurons, and vice versa in epithelial
cells (Dotti and Simons, 1990; Dotti et al., 1991; Pietrini et al.,
1994; Bradke and Dotti, 1998). However, there are also ex-
amples that do not fit into this pattern. For example, there is
evidence suggesting that neurons cannot interpret dihydro-
phobic sorting signals as epithelial cells do (Silverman et al.,
2005). Interestingly, even though neurons do not express
AP1B (Ohno et al., 1999), they still direct proteins to den-
drites, such as the TfR (Bradke and Dotti, 1998), LDLR (Jareb
and Banker, 1998), and LDLR-related protein 1 (LRP1;
Brown et al., 1997), whose basolateral distribution in epithe-
lial cells is AP1B-dependent (Folsch et al., 1999; Gan et al.,
2002; Marzolo et al., 2003).

The variety of functions played by LRP1 and what we
known about its trafficking behavior makes it an interesting
model protein to explore how epithelial cells and neurons
organize their protein-sorting machineries. This receptor is
essential for early embryonic development (Herz et al., 1992,
1993) and also plays roles in blood coagulation, cell adhesion
and migration, neuronal process outgrowth, and the patho-
genesis of Alzheimer’s disease (Hussain, 2001; Herz and
Bock, 2002). LRP1 ligands include proteinases, proteinase-
inhibitor complexes, lipoprotein particles, amyloid precur-
sor protein, and extracellular matrix proteins (Bu et al., 1992;
Godyna et al., 1995; Hussain, 2001; Salicioni et al., 2002;
Brandan et al., 2006). On binding, LRP1 mediates catabolism
of these ligands and/or their signal transduction effects
(Goretzki and Mueller, 1998; Bacskai et al., 2000; Zhuo et al.,
2000). LRP1 is expressed broadly, being basolateral in epi-
thelial cells and somato-dendritic in neurons (Brown et al.,
1997; Marzolo et al., 2003).

We previously described that basolateral sorting of LRP1
depends on two critical tyrosine residues (Y29 and Y63, after
the first amino acid residue of the cytoplasmic domain after
the transmembrane domain) and the adaptor complex AP1B
(Marzolo et al., 2003). Studies in nonpolarized cells have
shown that Y63, within the YATL motif, contributes to the
very fast internalization of LRP1 (Li et al., 2000). It is impor-
tant to define whether Y63 operates as a basolateral signal
within the context of NPxY63 or Y63xx� motifs that share this
residue (Marzolo et al., 2003). In addition, our studies in
nonpolarized cells demonstrated that Y29 belongs to a recy-
cling motif N26PxY29 that provides a binding site for sorting
nexin 17 (SNX17). These studies also showed that SNX17 is
required for LRP1 recycling (van Kerkhof et al., 2005 3518).
SNX17 belongs to a family of proteins involved in sorting
processes (Worby and Dixon, 2002) and binds to the cytosolic
domain of several LDLR family members (Stockinger et al.,
2002). However, the role of SNX17 and its binding motif
N26PxY29 has not been explored in polarized cells, neither in
epithelial cells nor in neurons. Actually, no sorting signal
has been identified as somatodendritic determinant in LRP1
(Brown et al., 1997). Thus, LRP1 provides unique opportu-
nities to study the relative contribution of different motifs in
basolateral sorting processes taking place at the TGN and at
post-TGN pathways, including AP1B- and SNX17-contain-
ing endocytic compartments. It is also an interesting model
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protein to assess the role of SNX17 in the sorting machinery
of epithelial cells and neurons.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
All tissue culture media, serum, and plastic ware were from Invitrogen
(Carlsbad, CA). Tissue culture-treated Transwell polycarbonate filters were
from Costar (Costar, Cambridge, MA). Complete protease inhibitor tablets
were from Roche Applied Science (Indianapolis, IN). Rabbit polyclonal anti-
human LRP1 (RRR) and the monoclonal anti-HA antibody have been de-
scribed before (Obermoeller et al., 1998). Monoclonal anti-HA (12CA5) was
from BabCO (Richmond, CA). Polyclonal anti-HA antibody was from Upstate
Biotechnology (Lake Placid, NY) and a rabbit polyclonal anti-HA (HA, Y-11)
was from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Monoclonal anti-myc
(9E10) was purchased from Roche Diagnostics (Alameda, CA). Mouse anti-
E-cadherin mAb was from BD Biosciences (San Jose, CA). Rat anti-uvomoru-
lin/E-cadherin and mouse anti-acetylated tubulin (clone 6-11B-1) monoclonal
antibodies were from Sigma Chemical (St. Louis, MO). Polyclonal anti-human
megalin was generated against a recombinant megalin tail obtained as de-
scribed previously (Marzolo et al., 2003). Human serum with reactivity
against EEA1 was obtained from a patient with systemic lupus erythematosus
controlled in our rheumatology laboratory. Rabbit anti-human SNX17 was
made against the peptide “HGNFAFEGIGDEDL” present in the carboxyl
terminal region. This sequence is completely conserved between human and
mouse SNX17 and does not have homology to other proteins. �1B-specific
blocking-function antibody was previously described (Cancino et al., 2007)
and recognized the human as well as the rat adaptor subunit. The secondary
antibodies sheep anti-mouse– and goat anti-rabbit–conjugated to horseradish
peroxidase (HRP) were from Chemicon (Temecula, CA). The mAb against
MAP2 (clone AP14, mouse IgG) was described previously (Caceres et al.,
1992). Cy-3–conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG was from Chemicon. Alexa488-
and Alexa594-conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibodies, goat anti-chicken Al-
exa594, and goat anti-mouseAlexa350 were obtained from Molecular Probes
(Leiden, The Netherlands). TRITC-conjugated goat-anti-human IgG was from
Sigma Chemical. EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin, EZ-link Sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin,
and Immunopure streptavidin-agarose were from Pierce Biochemical (Rockford,
IL). Protein A-agarose was from Repligen (Waltham, MA). Immobilon-P transfer
membrane was from Millipore (Billerica, MA). Kaleidoscope molecular weight
markers were from Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA). The ECL system was from Amer-
sham Pharmacia Biotech (Piscataway, NJ).

Construction of LRP1 Minireceptors
All the constructs have the hemagglutinin (HA) epitope in their amino
termini and are composed of the fourth ligand binding, transmembrane and
cytoplasmic domains of LRP1 (mLRP4). The construction of wild-type and
mutant forms of the minireceptor (N26A, Y29A, LL43,44AA, N60A, Y63A, L66A,
S76A, LL86,87AA, and Y63A/LL86,87AA), have already been described (Li et al.,
2000, 2001a,b). The new mutant mLRP4 DD38,39AA was made using the
QuickChange site-directed mutagenesis kit from Stratagene, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The oligonucleotides synthesized at the Wash-
ington University School of Medicine Protein Chemistry Laboratory. All the
constructs were verified by DNA sequencing.

Plasmids for the Expression of �1B-HA and myc-SNX17
and of a Dominant Negative Form of eps15
The plasmid encoding �1B with an internal HA tag was kindly provided by
Dr. Ira Mellman (Folsch et al., 2001). The plasmid encoding the myc-tagged
SNX17 was obtained as described (van Kerkhof et al., 2005). The expression
plasmid for GFP-EPS15 DD (E�95/295), a dominant form of eps15 (D/N-
eps15; Benmerah et al., 1999) was kindly provided by Dr. Alexander Ben-
merah (Institut Cochin-U567 INSERM/UMR8104 CNRS-Paris, France).

Cell Culture Conditions and Transfection
Madin-Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells (strain II) were maintained in
DMEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 7.5% fetal bovine serum (FBS; In-
vitrogen) containing 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin sul-
fate. Fisher rat thyroid (FRT) cells were grown in Coon’s modified F12
medium with 10% FBS and antibiotics as described (Marzolo et al., 1997).
Clonal cell lines were derived from MDCK and FRT cells stably transfected
with 2 �g DNA by using Lipofectamine Plus transfection reagent (Invitrogen)
according to the supplier’s protocol, followed by 10–14 d of selection with 0.8
mg/ml G418 (Invitrogen). Cells were screened and analyzed by Western blot
and indirect immunofluorescence as described below. Selected clones were
maintained in the same medium plus 0.4 mg/ml G418.

Hippocampal neurons were cultured as described (Banker and Cowan,
1977). Dissociated cells were plated on glass coverslips coated with 1 mg/ml
poly-l-lysine in medium containing 10% horse serum (Invitrogen-BRL). After
3 h, the medium was supplemented with N2 (Invitrogen-BRL; Bottenstein and
Sato, 1979). Cells were transiently transfected at 7 d using LipofectAMINE

2000 (Invitrogen) (Paglini et al., 1998). Cells were then analyzed at different
posttransfection intervals ranging from 12 to 18 h.

For most of the experiments related to epithelial polarity analysis, cells
were plated at high density onto 12- or 24-mm Transwell polycarbonate filter
units (0.4-�m pore size). Cells were grown until the transepithelial resistance
reached 200–350 Ù/cm2 for MDCK cells, 5000–8000 Ù/cm2 for FRT cells,
measured with an EVOM electrometer (World Precision Instruments, Sara-
sota, FL). The formation of a properly polarized monolayer of MDCK cells
was determined by the analysis of the lateral expression of E-cadherin either
by indirect immunofluorescence or by biotinylation, as indicated.

Immunofluorescence Microscopy
MDCK and FRT cells were plated at 1 � 105 on glass coverslips in 24-well
dishes and grown for 3 d. Cells were fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in
PBSc (phosphate-buffered saline containing 0.1 mM calcium and 1 mM mag-
nesium) and then permeabilized or not with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBSc. Before
being incubated with the primary antibody, cells were blocked with 0.2%
gelatin in PBS. Successive incubations with the first antibody and Cy3 or
Alexa 488 secondary antibody were carried out. After washing with PBS and
with 0.2% gelatin in PBS, the coverslips were mounted with Mowiol (Calbio-
chem, San Diego, CA).

Hippocampal neurons were fixed with 4% PFA and 4% sucrose for 20 min
at 37°C, and processed for immunofluorescence as described previously
(Rosso et al., 2004). For cell surface staining, incubation with primary or
secondary antibodies was performed before permeabilization with deter-
gents. Stained cells were observed and analyzed with an inverted microscope
(Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY; Axiovert 35M) equipped with epifluorescence
and photographed using a 63� objective (Carl Zeiss) using Axiovision (ver-
sion 3.0.6), or a Zeiss laser scanning confocal microscope. X-Y sections, in
0.45-�m steps, were collected sequentially at 1024 � 1024 resolution.

Cell Surface Biotinylation and Flow Cytometry in
Epithelial Cell Lines
The cell surface distribution of the receptors was assessed by cell surface
biotinylation, immunofluorescence, and flow cytometry. Cell surface biotiny-
lation was performed at 4°C, as described (Le Bivic et al., 1989; Marzolo et al.,
2003). Briefly, the cell monolayers grown on filters were washed in PBSc and
then biotinylated with sulfo-NHS-LC-biotin from either the apical (0.7 ml) or
basolateral (1.5 ml) chamber compartment. The chamber not receiving biotin
was incubated with PBSc. Filters were incubated twice for 30 min. After
biotinylation steps, biotin was quenched by incubation with 50 mM NH4Cl in
PBSc for 10 min. Cells were lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer (150 mM NaCl, 20
mM Tris, pH 8.0, 5 mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.2% BSA, and protease
inhibitors). Biotinylated cell surface proteins were then adsorbed to strepta-
vidin-agarose beads for 2 h. Beads were washed, and the biotinylated proteins
analyzed by SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblotting (see below). For anal-
ysis of the cell surface receptor by flow cytometry, MDCK cells expressing the
different minireceptors were grown on 100-mm dishes until 80% confluent.
The cells were detached by incubation with PBS/5 mM EDTA and trypsin.
Detection of cell surface minireceptor was performed by using monoclonal
anti-HA antibody, followed by incubation with goat anti-mouse R-phyco-
erythrin (RPE) antibody (Dako, Glostrup, Denmark). The total amount of
receptor expressed en each cell was assessed in cells previously permeabilized
with PBS 0.1% saponin. Background fluorescence intensity was assessed in
the absence of primary antibody and subtracted. Mean fluorescence values
were obtained in triplicate with a FACScalibur (BD Biosciences-PharMingen,
Sweden), and data were analyzed with Cell Quest software (BD Biosciences-
PharMingen).

Immunoblotting and Coimmunoprecipitation Assays
For Western blotting, cells were lysed with lysis buffer (PBS containing 1%
Triton X-100, 1 mM PMSF, 1 �g/ml each of pepstatin, antipain, leupeptin, and
aprotinin) for 1 h at 4°C. Lysates were resolved by SDS-PAGE under reducing
conditions, transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane, and
incubated with the corresponding primary antibody (mouse anti-HA 1:200 for
the 12CA5 mAb and 1:500 for the BabCO antibody, anti-human LRP1 1:500,
anti-E-cadherin 1:1000, mouse anti-myc 1: 500) overnight at 4°C. Membranes
were washed, incubated with species-specific secondary antibodies conju-
gated to HRP (anti-mouse HRP 1:5000 and anti-rabbit HRP 1:10000) for 1 h at
room temperature, and immunoreactive proteins were detected using the
ECL system.

For the coimmunoprecipitation, cells were grown to subconfluence on
10-cm tissue culture dishes. Cells were rinsed twice with cold PBS and lysed
in 800 �l of buffer lysis (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 10% glycerol,
1 mM EGTA, 1% Triton X-100, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 100 mM NaF, 10 mM sodium
pyrophosphate, 500 �M orthovanadate, 1 mM PMSF, 1 mM aprotinin, 1 mM
leupeptin, and 1 mM pepstatin). Lysates were cleared by centrifugation at
10,000 rpm at 4°C, incubated with 10 �g of anti-LRP1 or anti-MegT antibody
(Marzolo et al., 2003) for 2 h at 4°C, and subsequently mixed with 40 �l of
protein A-Sepharose for 1 h at 4°C. Sepharose beads were collected by
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centrifugation and washed three times with lysis buffer. Immunoprecipitates
were boiled 3 min and resolved by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting.

Cell Surface Fluorescence Quenching Recycling Assay
This assay was basically performed as described (van Kerkhof et al., 2005). In
our assay we also included nontransfected cells to subtract the nonspecific
fluorescence. MDCK cells, wild-type and stably expressing minireceptors
were incubated with Alexa488-labeled anti-HA antibodies for 20 min at 37°C.
After removal of fluorescent antibody in the medium, the cells were incubated
for the indicated time periods (0–10 min) in the absence or presence of 24
�g/ml anti-Alexa488 IgG (Molecular Probes) to quench the fluorescence and
then rapidly chilled, detached, and analyzed by flow cytometry for fluores-
cence intensity. Background fluorescence intensity assessed in the absence of
primary antibody was subtracted. Mean fluorescence values were obtained in
triplicate with a FACScalibur (BD Biosciences-PharMingen), and data were
analyzed with Cell Quest software (BD Biosciences-PharMingen). The per-
centage of initial fluorescence (pulse) remaining at each time point was
calculated as the difference between nonchased (time 0) and chased cell
fluorescence and then normalized to the nonchased value in order to calculate
the % of recycling efficiency.

Microinjection Experiments

Minireceptor�s Trafficking Assays. The microinjection approach to express
and accumulate exogenous cargo at the TGN and then to assess its subsequent
trafficking to the plasma membrane, was performed essentially as described
(Kreitzer et al., 2000; Cancino et al., 2007). MDCK and FRT cells were plated at
subconfluent levels on glass coverslips and microinjected after 3 d of reaching
confluence. The expression plasmids (25 �g/ml) and antibodies (40 �g/ml)
were dissolved in HKCl microinjection buffer (10 mM HEPES, 140 mM
potassium chloride, pH 7.4). Microinjections were performed in the cell
nucleus (plasmids) and cytosol (antibodies) using back-loaded glass capillar-
ies and an Eppendorf Transjector 5246 system mounted on a Zeiss Axiovert
S100 inverted microscope, keeping the cells in bicarbonate-free DMEM sup-
plemented with 5% FBS, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.4. The microinjected cells were
incubated for 1 h at 37°C, and newly synthesized protein was accumulated in
the TGN at 20°C for 2 h in the presence of 100 �g/ml of cycloheximide. After
the 20°C block the cells were incubated for different times at 37°C to resume
TGN-to-cell-surface protein traffic and then fixed with 4% PFA in PBS-CM
buffer for 30 min. The cells were then incubated with rabbit polyclonal
anti-HA antibody before permeabilization for 30 min. Cells were washed
twice 5 min with PBS and refixed in 4% PFA for 15 min and then permeabil-
ized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 10 min. The cells were then incubated with
chicken anti HA-antibody for 30 min. The apical localization of mini-receptors
was detected with secondary goat anti-rabbit-Alexa488 or goat anti-rabbit-
Alexa555 antibodies. Intracellular/basolateral localization of mini-receptors
was detected with goat anti-chickenAlexa-594 antibody. Confocal microscopy
was performed using a laser scanning LSM 510 Zeiss microscope, 63� oil
immersion lens, at 22°C. Images were processed using MetaMorph software
version 6.0r1.

B) Colocalization Analysis. MDCK cells were microinjected as above with
plasmids for the expression of RAP, SNX17-myc and HA-tagged minirecep-
tors. The microinjected cells were incubated for 2 h at 37°C, newly synthe-
sized proteins were left 2 h in the presence of 100 �g/ml of cycloheximide,
and then cells were fixed, permeabilized and stained with rabbit anti-HA,
mouse anti-myc and human anti-EEA1 antibodies. The secondary antibodies
used were goat-anti-mouse-Alexa350, goat-anti-rabbit-Alexa488 and goat-an-
ti-human TRITC. Images were captured in a Zeiss Axiophot microscope using
100x lens and Axiocam camera. Images were processed using MetaMorph
software version 6.0r1. For quantification, all images from a single experi-
ment, five for each coverslip, were acquired under identical settings (14 bits;
1300 � 1030 pixels, and the same exposure times, avoiding signal saturation),
and their integrated fluorescence intensities (equivalent to the sum of all
grayscale values for every pixel in the region) ere analyzed after 2D decon-
volution and threshold adjustment to select positive staining for each fluo-
rescent probe. The percentage of colocalization, measured as integrated pixel
intensity in the regions of overlap, of mLRP4 and mLRP4N26A with EEA-1
and SNX17 was calculated for each individual cell (n � 30). Objects with
saturated pixels were omitted from quantifications.

Transcytosis Assay
To assess basolateral-to-apical transcytosis, we applied a described strategy
that uses sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin and glutathione stripping (Burgos et al., 2004)
with modifications. Cells were grown in transwell filters until confluent. On
the day of the experiment, cells were washed two times with ice-cold PBSc for
5 min, and the basolateral domain was biotinylated with 1 mM of the
cleavable sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin for 20 min at 4°C. The reaction was then
quenched twice with 50 mM NH4Cl for 10 min at 4°C. After three washes with
PBSc for 5 min each, the cells were incubated with DMEM/HEPES for 45 min
at 37°C and then chilled and washed again three times with ice-cold PBS. The
biotin of proteins appearing at the apical cell surface was stripped with 50

mM GSH, added twice to the apical compartment for 30 min at 4°C. Reduc-
tion was also performed at the basolateral domain in different filters as
control. The reaction was stopped by washing with PBS and incubating with
5 mg/ml iodoacetamide in PBS, containing 10% BSA, for 30 min at 4°C. Cells
were washed with PBS three times and then were lysed in ice-cold lysis buffer
containing 2.5 mM iodoacetamide for 1 h at 4°C. Lysates were centrifuged at
14,000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C and incubated with streptoavidin beads as in the
biotinylation protocol. Precipitated proteins were identified by Western blot
with anti-HA to detect the minireceptors and anti-E-cadherin to control
loading and domain specific reduction. All the experiments were repeated
three times, with 1–2 filters per point, depending on the expression level of
the minireceptor analyzed. The band corresponding to the minireceptor in
each condition was quantified by densitometry. The transcytosis efficiency
was determined after 45 min of basolateral-to-apical trafficking at 37°C after
the basolateral biotinylation, as follows: Basolateral-to-apical transcytosed
minireceptor � Total basolaterally biotinylated minireceptor � Biotinylated
minireceptor remaining after reduction at the apical surface. Basolaterally
Recycled receptor � Total Basolaterally Biotinylated receptor � Biotinylated
minireceptor remaining after reduction at the basolateral surface.

RESULTS

LRP1 Is Transported to the Basolateral Surface in MDCK
and FRT Cells
To assess the sorting behavior of LRP1, we used HA-tagged
minireceptors containing the fourth ligand binding domain,
the transmembrane domain, and the cytoplasmic tail of the
receptor (mLRP4; Marzolo et al., 2003). We first examined
whether two different epithelial cell lines, MDCK and FRT,
of kidney and thyroid origin, respectively, express and sort
endogenous LRP1 similarly. The LRP1 antibody against the
human protein readily localized the endogenous LRP1 in the
basolateral domain of MDCK cells, as we previously de-
scribed (Marzolo et al., 2003; Figure 1A). In contrast, FRT
cells showed much lower expression levels (not shown).
However, both cell lines distributed the transfected mLRP4
predominantly in the basolateral domain (Figure 1B), indi-
cating similar decoding of the LRP1 basolateral sorting in-
formation.

AP1B Regulates LRP1 Trafficking at a Post-Golgi
Recycling Endosome
We have previously shown that LLC-PK1 cells, which lack
the adaptor subunit �1B of the AP1B complex that recog-
nizes tyrosine-based basolateral sorting motifs (Ohno et al.,
1999), distributes LRP1 in a nonpolarized manner unless
exogenous �1B is expressed by transfection (Marzolo et al.,
2003). To determine whether LRP1 interacts with AP1B, we
transiently transfected MDCK cells with HA-�1B and then
LRP1 was immunoprecipitated from the cell lysates. The
adaptor complex subunits, HA-�1B and �-adaptin, were
found in the immunoprecipitates (Figure 2A), suggesting
that LRP1 does interact with AP1B.

We recently reported that an anti-�1B antibody is able to
block the biosynthetic trafficking of VSVG and TfR at a
�1B-containing RE that most likely represents the common
recycling endosome (CRE) in FRT cells, 5–10 min after exit-
ing the TGN (Cancino et al., 2007). The antibody also blocked
the postendocytic trafficking of LDLR at �1B-RE. Here we
performed similar experiments to define which �1B-depen-
dent route is used by LRP1. FRT cells were microinjected
with mLRP4 and RAP plasmids with or without anti �1B
antibody. After 1 h of synthesis at 37°C, 2 h of TGN accu-
mulation at 20°C, and 1 h of releasing the TGN block at 37°C,
the mLRP4 achieved a basolateral distribution that con-
trasted with the perinuclear retention caused by the �1B
antibody (Figure 2B). This experiment revealed a �1B-de-
pendence of LRP1 trafficking at �1B-RE but did not allow to
define whether this occurs immediately after exiting the
TGN or after endocytosis. A time course experiment re-
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solved this question (Figure 2, C and D). Before releasing
from the 20°C TGN block, the receptor does not colocalize
with �1B. After 5 min of TGN block release, more than 50%
of mLRP4 colocalizes with �1B in a perinuclear compart-
ment and reaches up to a 75% of colocalization at 10 min,
maintaining this distribution even after 1 h at 37°C. These
results indicate that after exiting the TGN the LRP1 is first
transported to the �1B-RE while en route to the basolateral
cell surface, thus sharing with VSVG and TfR this indirect
basolateral pathway (Cancino et al., 2007).

Identification of Sorting Motifs in the LRP Cytoplasmic
Domain
To define sorting motifs within the LRP1 cytoplasmic do-
main, as well as the context sequence of the basolateral
information conveyed by the Y29 and Y63 residues (Marzolo
et al., 2003), we analyzed new site-directed mutants of LRP1
minireceptors, as depicted in Figure 3, The wild-type mini-
receptor mLRP4 has a cytoplasmic domain composed of 100
amino acids containing several putative sorting motifs (Fig-
ure 3). These include two NPxY motifs (N26PTY29 and
N60PVY63), one Yxx� (Y63ATL66) motif that shares the ty-
rosine with the N60PVY63 motif, two dileucine motifs
(LL43,44 and LL86,87), and a pair of negatively charged amino
acids (DD38,39), similar to those involved in LDLR basolat-
eral sorting (Matter et al., 1992). There is also a protein kinase
A (PKA) phosphorylation site involving the serine in posi-
tion 76 (S76) that has a role in LRP endocytosis (Li et al.,
2001b).

We generated stable MDCK cells lines and assessed the
steady-state distribution and trafficking properties of the
different minireceptor constructs by analyzing two or three
MDCK clones for each construct. The results of domain
specific biotinylation assays are presented from the proximal
to distal location of the analyzed motifs (Figure 4). As de-
scribed (Marzolo et al., 2003), the mutation in the first NPxY
motif (NPTY29A) completely redistributes LRP1 to the apical
domain. Neither the DD38,39AA mutant nor the LL43,44AA
mutant affected the LRP1 basolateral distribution. However,
a truncated LRP1 construct lacking the last 41 amino acids
revealed a potential basolateral sorting function of DD38,39
residues (data not shown). The already described mutation
of the Y63 residue leads to a nonpolarized distribution of the
receptor (Marzolo et al., 2003). This tyrosine is shared by the
distal N60PVY63 motif and the endocytic motif Y63ATL66 (Li
et al., 2000). Here, we determined that its basolateral sorting
function is exerted independently of N60, since the N60A
mutant distributed predominantly basolateral. Instead, the
L66A mutation mistargeted the receptor to the apical domain
by more than 50%. Thus, Y63 constitutes a Yxx� and not a
NPxY basolateral sorting motif.

In nonpolarized cells, the Y63ATL66 and LL86,87 motifs
contribute independently to the rate of LRP1 endocytosis (Li
et al., 2000). We found here that LL86,87 is also required for
LRP1 basolateral distribution. The mutant LL86,87AA, simi-
larly to the Y63A mutant, showed a nonpolarized distribu-
tion. Furthermore, the double mutant Y63A/LL86,87AA also
distributed in a nonpolarized manner. Neither of these mo-
tifs seem to compensate for the loss of function of the other.
These signals seem to act in concert, as if forming part of a
single complex sorting signal. Finally, the unique PKA phos-
phorylation site S76 was not required for LRP1 basolateral
sorting.

These results define the context of the previously de-
scribed Y63-dependent basolateral sorting signal and re-
vealed novel sorting requirements involving L66 and LL86,87
residues. The contrasting apical segregation of Y29A and
nonpolarized distribution of Y63A and LL86,87AA mutants
prompts to further analyzing the proximal NPxY motif and
the sorting pathways where these motifs exert their function.

The Basolateral Information Conveyed by Y29 Operates at
the TGN
The different phenotypes produced by alanine replacement
in either the Y29 or the Y63 and LL86,87 residues suggest that
sorting signals associate with temporally–spatially compart-
mentalized functions. An interesting possibility is that the
Y29-dependent motif operates during biosynthetic traffick-
ing at the TGN level, whereas Y63 and LL86,87 operates
biosynthetically in a post-TGN station and/or at a basolat-
eral recycling route after internalization. In this hypothetic
model, mutant receptors lacking the function of Y63 or
LL86,87 residues would be targeted basolaterally from TGN
due to the Y29-dependent sorting, but would enter into
basolateral-to-apical transcytotic pathways and lose polarity
during postendocytic recycling.

To test the hypothesis that the Y29-dependent motif acts at
the biosynthetic route, we performed cDNA microinjection
experiments in MDCK cells grown on glass coverslips and
microinjected after 3 d of reaching confluence. Under these
conditions the cells are properly polarized, as is shown by
the basolateral distribution of E-cadherin and the presence
of detectable primary cilium, which is labeled with a mAb
recognizing acetylated tubulin (Supplemental Figure S1).
We used an established approach that assesses transport
from the TGN to the cell surface (Kreitzer et al., 2000). The

Figure 1. Basolateral expression of LRP1 and its minireceptors in
polarized epithelial cells. (A) MDCK cells biotinylated either at the
apical (Ap) or basolateral (Bl) domain at 4°C were lysed, and the
surface biotinylated proteins were precipitated with streptavidin-
agarose and resolved in 5% SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblot
with anti-human LRP1. Endogenous LRP1 distributes at the baso-
lateral domain. (B) MDCK and FRT cells stably expressing the
mLRP4 minireceptor were grown until confluent on coverslips, and
the distribution of the minireceptor was visualized by indirect im-
munofluorescence with monoclonal anti-HA. The minireceptor was
detected only after cell permeabilization at the basolateral cell bor-
ders and in intracellular vesicles. Scale bars, 10 �m.
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wild-type or mutant receptor was expressed together with
the chaperone RAP, which is required for correct folding
and subsequent transport of LRP1 out of the endoplasmic
reticulum (Bu and Marzolo, 2000). In addition, we coex-
pressed a dominant negative form of the accessory protein
eps15 (D/N-eps15), known to interfere with the clathrin-
mediated endocytosis of the TfR, as a fusion protein with
green fluorescent protein (GFP; Benmerah et al., 1999) and
also previously used to block the endocytosis of ApoER2,
another member of the LDLR family (Cuitino et al., 2005).
We checked that this D/N-eps15 effectively interrupts the
internalization of mLRP4wt in transient transfection condi-
tions (Supplemental Figure S2, A and B) and also under the
microinjection conditions used, in this case for the mLRP4
Y29A (Supplemental Figure S2C). In this way, we attempted
to inhibit the rapid endocytosis of mLRP4 from the basolat-
eral membrane and thus increase the probability of its de-
tection at the cell surface. In addition, this strategy allow us
to determine whether the apical distribution of the Y29A
receptor mutant derives from a sorting defect at the TGN,
resulting in its direct segregation to the apical domain, or at
an endosomal compartment, which would determine baso-
lateral to apical transcytosis instead of basolateral recycling.

The cells microinjected with the corresponding plasmids
were first incubated for 1 h at 37°C to allow expression and
then for 2 h at 20°C to accumulate the newly synthesized
proteins at the TGN. After releasing the TGN block for 1 h at
37°C, both the wild-type mLRP4 and the Y29A minireceptor
showed a predominant intracellular vesicular pattern, with
some apical distribution of Y29A (Supplemental Figure S3).
Then, in the presence of D/N-eps15, mLRP4 distributed
basolaterally, indicating that its endocytosis was effectively
reduced (Figure 5). Instead, in these conditions the Y29A

mutant showed an apical cell surface distribution, albeit
with some intracellular staining. Supplemental Figure S4
shows higher magnification images corresponding to the
same confocal plane, for mLRP4Y29A, mLRP4wt and E-
cadherin, which clearly illustrate the basolateral distribution
of wt minireceptor (coincident with E-cadherin distribu-
tion), whereas the mutant was mostly intracellular. These
results are representative of the analysis of several fields,
quantifying the distribution of minireceptors in 200 micro-
injected cells (D/N-eps15-GFP–positive cells) per condition
(Supplemental Figure S5A). The wild-type receptor distrib-
uted basolaterally in about 70% of microinjected cells. In
25% of the cells we could detect apical staining, representing
just 7.4% of the total fluorescence (Supplemental Figure
S5B), suggesting missorting by overexpression. In contrast,
the Y29A mutant distributed apically in 70% of cells, ac-
counting for 50% of the total fluorescence (Supplemental
Figure S5B), with the remaining fluorescence being only
intracellular.

These results discard two possibilities: First, that the Y29A
mutant is sorted without polarity to both cell surfaces and
upon endocytosis from the basolateral domain becomes in-
tracellularly arrested at endosomal compartments and sub-
sequently disappears from this domain, and second, that the
Y29A mutant reaches the apical pole by transcytosis after
rapid endocytosis from the basolateral domain. In both
cases, the endocytic inhibition caused by coexpressing D/N-
eps15 would have increased the basolateral location of the
mutant. The Y29A mutation most likely released otherwise
recessive apical sorting information present in the ectodo-
main (Marzolo et al., 2003).

Experiments in FRT cells showed that after releasing the
TGN block in the presence of the function blocking anti-�1B

Figure 2. Physical and functional interaction between LRP1 and AP-1B. (A) MDCK cells were transiently transfected with a plasmid
encoding �1B-HA. Cells were lysed and the lysates were immunoprecipitated with anti-LRP1 or anti-megalin antibodies. The immunopre-
cipitates were resolved on 4–15% SDS-PAGE. The presence of LRP1 was detected by immunoblotting with anti-LRP antibody, and the
complex AP-1B was evidenced by the presence of �-adaptin and �1-B. (B) FRT cells were microinjected with mLRP4 minireceptor plus RAP
cDNAs with or without blocking-function anti-�1B antibody. Cells were maintained for 1 h at 37°C, followed by 2 h at 20°C to accumulate
the receptor at the TGN. After 1 h of exit at 37°C cells were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence with anti-HA to detect the
minireceptor. After 60 min, release from TGN block mLRP4 was located on surface in control cells. In contrast, in �1B-microinjected cells,
mLRP4 was located mainly in a perinuclear localization, most likely RE, indicating that AP1B adaptor complex is involved in the intracellular
trafficking of the receptor. (C and D) Kinetic analyses of mLRP4/�1B colocalization of newly synthesized mLRP4 demonstrates that
perinuclear accumulation was achieved during biosynthetic trafficking. Scale bar, 10 �m.
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antibody the Y29A mutant did not accumulate in the post-
Golgi RE (Figure 6), contrasting with the wild-type receptor
(see Figure 2). Under these conditions, the Y29A mutant
distributed in peripheral vesicles and was not detected at
any moment in �1B-RE, indicating that it was very likely
missorted directly from the TGN. Therefore, the Y29 seems
to be part of a dominant basolateral sorting signal that
operates in the TGN during biosynthetic trafficking. The
results cannot exclude the possibility that the same sorting
signal also operates at RE during post-TGN trafficking or
that additional biosynthetic basolateral sorting signals de-
coded by AP1B direct LRP1 to the basolateral plasma mem-
brane.

The N26PTY29 Motif Is Involved in Basolateral Recycling
and in Recruiting SNX17 to BSEs
It is currently believed that the functional integrity of NPxY
motifs depend equally on both the N and the Y residues
(Bansal and Gierasch, 1981). Mutational analysis has revealed
that the Y residue can be engaged in functions different from
those of the NPxY motif. This was first demonstrated in the
LDLR, in which the NPxY motif also acts as an endocytic
signal, but the Y residue participates independently of the N
residue in basolateral sorting (Matter et al., 1992).

In LRP1, the proximal NPxY motif has no role in endocy-
tosis (Li et al., 2000) but regulates receptor’s recycling (van

Figure 3. Schematic representation of mLRPs with the potential cytoplasmic basolateral sorting signals and their mutations. The sequence
of the wild-type tail (mLRP4) is depicted with the already known recycling and endocytic-sorting motifs described in nonpolarized cells (Li
et al., 2000; van Kerkhof et al., 2005) and the two tyrosines (Y29 and Y63, underlined) involved in basolateral distribution (Marzolo et al., 2003).
All the mutants made are highlighted in bold where the critical residues were replaced by alanine.

Figure 4. Changes in the steady-state distribution of
mLRP4 mutants uncover the critical basolateral sorting
motifs within the LRP1 tail. MDCK cells stably expressing
the different mLRP4 constructs were grown on filters to
determine the membrane distribution of the receptors by
domain-specific biotinylation. Biotinylated minireceptors
were precipitated with streptavidin-agarose and resolved
in 6% SDS-PAGE followed by immunoblot with monoclo-
nal anti-HA. The receptor’s relative expression level in
each membrane domain was estimated by densitometry of
the resulting bands. The critical basolateral determinants
include the Y29 of the proximal NPxY, the Y63ATL66, and
the distal LL86,87 motifs. Similar results were obtained from two to three clones of each construct.
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Kerkhof et al., 2005). Because the Y29A mutation caused
missorting to the apical domain, we decided to study the
effect an N26 A mutation. Surprisingly, in FRT cells, most of
the mLRP4N26A mutant displayed an intracellular location
instead of an apical distribution (Figure 7A). MDCK cells
showed the same effect (not shown). Biotinylation assays
could not detect mLRP4N26A mutant at the cell surface of
MDCK cells, whereas a rather small amount appeared ba-
solaterally in FRT cells, relative to its total level of expression
(Figure 7B). By detecting E-cadherin and Na�K� ATPase at
the basolateral domain of MDCK and FRT cells, respec-
tively, we ensured that the cells were correctly polarized and
that the biotin had access to the basolateral cell surface.

In a complementary approach, we used flow cytometry to
compare the expression level of the wild-type and mutant
receptors at the cell surface of MDCK cells. Only 4% of the
total mLRP4N26A was at the cell surface, compared with

�33% of the wild-type minireceptor, indicating the mutant
minireceptor is able to get the cell surface but with an almost
10-fold less efficiency than mLRP4 wild type (Figure 7C).
Thus, our results suggest that after rapid internalization the
N26A mutant stays longer in rate-limiting recycling com-
partments. If this is so, one might expect that inhibiting the
LRP1 endocytosis would increase the detection of the mu-
tant at the basolateral cell surface. The microinjection proto-
col, detailed in Figure 5, to coexpress D/N-eps15 allowed
detecting the N26A mutant at the basolateral membrane,
albeit in a few cells (Figure 8A). As shown for the wild-type
and Y29A mutant minireceptors, we quantified the % of micro-
injected cells expressing the N26A mutant at the cell surface,
finding that no more than 5% of the cells had surface staining,
being almost all basolateral (Supplemental Figure S5).

To test directly whether recycling of the N26A mutant is
defective in polarized epithelial cells, as was previously

Figure 5. The mLRP4Y29A mutant is directly ad-
dressed to the apical domain in MDCK cells. Three days
after reaching confluency, MDCK cells plated on glass
coverslips were microinjected in the nucleus with the
expression plasmids mLRP4 or Y29A together with
pcDNA-RAP and a plasmid encoding the dominant
negative form of eps15 (D/N-eps15), GFP- Eps15 DD
(E�95/295). After incubating the cells for 1 h at 37°C,
the newly synthesized receptors were accumulated in
the TGN at 20°C for 2 h in the presence of cyclohexi-
mide. TGN-to-cell-surface protein traffic was then al-
lowed to proceed at 37°C for 60 min, and the cells were
treated for indirect immunofluorescence. The apical or
intracellular/basolateral surface distributions of the re-
ceptors were assessed in nonpermeabilized and perme-
abilized cells, respectively. Expression of the D/N-
eps15 increased mLRP4wt detection at the cell surface.
The cells were analyzed by confocal microscopy and
representative x-y plane and x-z and y-z sections are
shown (red). D/N-eps15 expression is shown in the x-y
plane, medial to x-z sectioning (green). The mLRP4wt
appears in intracellular vesicles and in the basolateral
membrane, whereas the Y29A mutant was present only
in intracellular vesicles and at the apical surface, indi-
cating direct TGN-to-apical addressing. Scale bar: 20
�m. Arrowhead indicates selected x-y plane of x-z sec-
tioning.

Figure 6. The mutant Y29A does not traffic through
post-Golgi compartment to get the apical plasma mem-
brane. FRT cells were microinjected with mLRP4-Y29A
minireceptor plus the chaperone RAP cDNAs and the
blocking-function anti-�1B antibody. Cells were main-
tained for 1 h at 37°C, followed by 2 h at 20°C to
accumulate the receptor at the TGN, and then the cells
were fixed at the indicated time and processed for im-
munofluorescence with anti-HA to detect the minire-
ceptor. Kinetic analyses of mLRP4-Y29A/�1B colocal-
ization of newly synthesized mLRP4-Y29A show that
the �1B compartment is not involved in biosynthetic
trafficking of this mutant. Scale bar, 10 �m.
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shown in nonpolarized cells (van Kerkhof et al., 2005), we
used a described cell surface fluorescence quenching recy-
cling assay (van Kerkhof et al., 2005). In this procedure, the
receptor that becomes exposed to the cell surface binds
Alexa488-labeled anti-HA and after 20 min of internaliza-
tion, the fluorescent antibody is quenched by an anti-Al-
exa488 antibody; the magnitude of the quenching being
proportional to the receptor’s recycling rate. Accordingly to
the difference in the cell surface expression of the minire-
ceptors (Figure 7C and Supplemental Figure S5), cells ex-
pressing the wild-type protein show a fivefold increase in
the total fluorescence intensity compared with the N26A
mutant after 20 min of anti-HA internalization (not shown).
At 5 min of antibody quenching, the measured recycling
efficiency of cells expressing the wild-type mLRP4 was
around 27%, compared with �2% for cells expressing the
N26A mutant. After 20 min of quenching, the efficiency of
recycling for the mutant was still very low (7% compared
with 26% of the control).

Taken together, all these results demonstrate that recy-
cling of the mutant N26A receptor is severely impaired (Fig-
ure 8B) and more dramatically than in nonpolarized cells
(van Kerkhof et al., 2005). Thus the lack of surface localiza-
tion of this mutant at the steady state is most likely due to
abrogation of a motif that promotes recycling.

To determine the sorting compartment where the N26A
mutant minireceptor is intracellularly arrested and its rela-
tionship with SNX17, a cytosolic protein involved in LRP1
recycling (van Kerkhof et al., 2005), we performed quantita-
tive analysis of immunofluorescent colocalization with the
EEA1, an early endosomal marker. We found a significantly
increased colocalization of the N26A mutant minireceptor with
EEA1 (62 	 2.7% of the N26A mutant vs. 54 	 2.8% of the
mLRP4 wild-type; p � 0.05, unpaired t test; Figure 9). Because
the proximal NPxY is the motif that binds SNX17 and mediates
LRP1’s recycling (van Kerkhof et al., 2005), we assessed the
distribution of SNX17 in cells expressing either the wild-type or
the N26A mutant receptor. The two available antibodies recog-

Figure 7. Mutations within the proximal NPxY motif
of the LRP1 tail result in different receptor distributions.
(A) FRT cells stably transfected with either mLRP4Y29A or
mLRP4N26A were grown to confluence on coverslips and
treated for indirect immunofluorescence with anti-HA un-
der nonpermeabilized and permeabilized conditions, as
indicated. Y29A distributed both at the apical cell sur-
face (right panel) and intracellular vesicles (left panel),
whereas N26A show only an intracellular localization,
not being detectable at the cell surface. MDCK cells gave
similar results (not shown). Scale bars, 10 �m. (B) Do-
main-specific cell surface biotinylation of MDCK and
FRT cells expressing mLRP4N26A. In MDCK cells the
protein was not detected at the cell surface. Controls
confirmed the receptor expression (immunoblot of total
lysate) and proper basolateral expression of E-cadherin.
In FRT cells, however, a low amount of minireceptor
was detected at the basolateral cell surface. Na�K� AT-
Pase was used as an endogenous basolateral marker. (C)
MDCK cells expressing either mLRP4wt or the N26A
mutant were consecutively incubated, either intact or
after permeabilization with 0.1% saponin with an an-
ti-HA and anti-mouse RPE-conjugated antibody, and
analyzed by flow cytometry. The ratio of expression
levels observed in intact versus permeabilized cells
show 30% of the wild-type receptor versus no more
than 4% of the N26A mutant at the cell surface.
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nizing the human protein (van Kerkhof et al., 2005) detect the
endogenous SNX17 in MDCK cells in immunoblot (not
shown), but not by immunofluorescence. Therefore we per-
formed microinjection experiments to express myc-tagged hu-
man SNX17 together with the minireceptors and RAP.

Interestingly, SNX17 displayed a better endosomal distri-
bution when coexpressed with the wild-type minireceptor
than with the N26A mutant receptor. In cells expressing the
mLRP4wt 37 	 3.3% of EEA1 endosomes contained SNX17,

versus 5.8 	 1.8% in cells expressing the N26A mutant. The
wild-type minireceptor colocalized 33 	 3% with vesicular
SNX17, versus 7 	 2.1% by the N26A mutant receptor. These
results show that mLRP4 promotes SNX17 recruitment to
EEA1 early endosomes and provide further evidence that
N26 is part of a sorting signal that mediates LRP1 basolateral
recycling. As judged by the immunofluorescence patterns,
the rate-limiting step of LRP1 recycling could be EEA1/
SNX17 containing compartments.

Figure 8. The mutant N26A reaches the basolateral
membrane, but its recycling efficiency is severely im-
paired. (A) MDCK cells were microinjected 3 d after
reaching confluence with the plasmid encoding the
D/N-eps15, GFP- EPS15 DD (E�95/295) as described
and analyzed in Figure 5. Confocal microscopy and
representative x-y plane and x-z and y-z sections are
shown (red). D/N-eps15 expression is shown as x-y
plane medial of x-z sectioning (green). The distribution
of the N26A mutant was mainly intracellular, but was
also detectable at the basolateral membrane (arrows).
Scale bar, 20 �m. Arrowhead indicates selected x-y
plane of x-z sectioning. (B) The recycling efficiency of
the minireceptors was evaluated in MDCK cell lines by
a fluorescence quenching assay. The mLRP4wt or N26A
mutant were labeled with Alexa488-conjugated anti-HA
antibody at 37°C for 20 min and then chased for the
indicated time periods in the presence of quenching
anti-Alexa488 IgG. Cells were processed for flow cytom-
etry, and the recycling efficiency was calculated. The
data were plotted and are shown in the graph, corre-
sponding to two experiments measured in duplicate.
Average values are shown; error bars, SEM.

Figure 9. Colocalization of minireceptors with endo-
somal markers EEA1 and SNX17. MDCK cells were
microinjected with the plasmids encoding for RAP,
SNX17-myc, and either the mLRP4wt or N26A minire-
ceptors. Cells were processed for immunofluorescence
to detect the HA-tagged minireceptor (green), the early
endosome marker EEA1 (red), and the myc-tagged
SNX17 (blue). In the amplified merged images, colocal-
ization of the wild-type minireceptor with EEA1 in en-
dosome-like structures was clearly visible; some of these
structures also contain SNX17 (white dots). The N26A
minireceptors practically did not colocalize with SNX17
and exhibited an increased colocalization with EEA1
(amplified merge image, yellow dots). Scale bars, 10 �m.
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All these results indicate that N26 and Y29 residues con-
form distinct sorting determinants that act at different steps
of LRP1 trafficking. The Y29 constitutes a biosynthetically
basolateral sorting signal that functions at the TGN, and acts
independently of the NPxY motif, whereas the N26 and the
Y29 residues within the proximal NPxY motif regulate an
additional sorting event occurring at the recycling route of
the receptor. This recycling step most likely involves SNX17
recruitment to the EEA1 endosomes that would represent an
earlier compartment than �1B-containing endosomes.

The Endocytic Motifs, Y63ATL and LL86,87, Also
Contribute to Receptor Basolateral Recycling
The nonpolarized cell surface distribution of LRP1 mutants
Y63A and LL86,87A resemble LRP1 in the absence of AP1B
(Marzolo et al., 2003), thus suggesting that these motifs are
involved in basolateral sorting from a �1B recycling com-
partment. Indeed, �1B could recognize tyrosine-based mo-
tifs of the kind of Y63ATL66. In addition, both Y63A and
LL86,87A motifs have been reported to decrease, but not
completely abrogate, the endocytic rate of LRP1 (Li et al.,
2000). Therefore, these motifs could also contribute to the
polarized recycling, maybe at a different step than that me-
diated by N26PxY29 motif. To test this hypothesis, we per-
formed transcytosis assays in MDCK cells grown on filters,
using glutathione stripping of cleavable sulfo-NHS-SS-bi-
otin (Figure 10). After basolateral biotinylation the cells were
incubated for 45 min at 37°C. The majority (80 	 5%) of the
mLRP4 wild-type becomes insensitive to glutathione strip-
ping from the apical or basolateral cell surfaces, indicating
internalization and steady-state distribution at intracellular
compartments, with almost undetectable transcytosis (3.3 	
0.3%). On the contrary, a percentage of the basolaterally
biotinylated mutants, 42.4 	 4.6% of the Y63A, 24 	 6% of
double mutant Y63A/LL86,87AA, and 11 	 3% of LL86,87AA
mutants, became sensitive to glutathione stripping from the
apical cell surface, reflecting an increased basolateral-to-
apical transcytosis. These results indicate that Y63 and the
LL86,87 promote basolateral recycling, in addition to inter-
nalization of LRP1. Disruption of these residues causes non-
polarized recycling, a fraction to the basolateral surface and
a fraction to the opposite domain by transcytosis.

The lack of colocalization of SNX17 and �1B in polarized
MDCK cells (Supplemental Figure S6) strongly suggests that
LRP1 experiences two postendocytic recycling steps spa-

tially and temporally separated. The dominant recycling
step would depend on the proximal NPxY motif and SNX17
operating at the basolateral sorting endosome (BSE),
whereas the few receptors that escape this sorting event
would enter into the �1B-RE and rescued to a basolateral
sorting.

Neurons Decode LRP1-sorting Motifs with Mechanisms
Similar to Those in Epithelial Cells
LRP1 has been localized in the somatodendritic domain
(Brown et al., 1997), but the sorting elements that determine
this distribution remain unknown. Having defined the effect
of our LRP1 mutants in polarized epithelial cells and the role
of �1B and SNX17 in LRP1 basolateral sorting, we went on
to assess their sorting behavior in neurons that are known to
lack AP1B (Ohno et al., 1999).

We transfected primary cultured hippocampal neurons with
each of the mLRP4 constructs and, by indirect immunofluores-
cence with anti-HA monoclonal antibodies, assessed the cell
surface distribution of the minireceptor in nonpermeabilized
cells. Then, we permeabilized the cells to define the soma-
todendritic domain by MAP2 staining (Caceres et al., 1984).
As expected for a somatodendritic protein, the wild-type
minireceptor mLRP4 completely colocalized with MAP2
(Figure 11). Minireceptors with Y63A and LL86,87AA muta-
tions mimicked epithelial-sorting behavior when expressed
in neurons. Both distributed without polarity, evenly in
somatodendritic and axonal domains. Strikingly, the Y29A
mutant distributed exclusively at the distal part of the axon.

In permeabilized neurons, the wild-type minireceptor ex-
hibits an exclusively somato-dendritic vesicular distribution
(Figure 12), resembling the TfR that is also excluded from
the axon (Cameron et al., 1991). The intracellular vesicles
carrying the Y29A mutant, however, distributed both in
axons and dendrites. The mechanistic relationship between
such intracellular nonpolarized distribution and the distal
axonal sorting that this mutant displays at the cell surface
remains unknown.

The sorting behavior of the N26A mutant was similar to
that as seen in MDCK cells. We could not detect the mini-
receptor mLRP4N26A at the cell surface of nonpermeabi-
lized neurons, whereas permeabilized cells show intense
immunofluorescence staining, indicating intracellular accu-
mulation (Figure 13A). These results suggest that in hip-
pocampal neurons, LRP1 also recycles through a mechanism

Figure 10. Basolateral to apical transcytosis of
mLRPs in MDCK cells. MDCK cells stably express-
ing one of the following constructs: mLRP4wt,
mLRP4LL86,87AA, mLRPY63A, or the double mutant
minireceptor, were grown on filters to confluence.
Cells were biotinylated with reducible biotin at 4°C,
shifted to 37°C for 45 min, and reduced with gluta-
thione either at the apical or basolateral surface.
Cells were lysed, biotinylated proteins were precip-
itated with streptavidin beads, and the complexes
resolved by reducing 6% SDS-PAGE and Western
blot. (A) Minireceptor detection with anti-HA and
E-cadherin blot. The absence of apical reduction of
biotinylated E-cadherin indicates that the observed
reduction of the minireceptor was due to its trans-
cytosis from the basolateral to the apical surface. (B)
Bands were quantified, and the total biotinylated
minireceptor was taken as 100% (see Material and
Methods). Minireceptor present in the basolateral
surface, apical surface and within the cells was determined as a percentage of total. The determinations were performed in triplicate for each
construct.
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that depends on the N26PxY29 motif. Supporting this possi-
bility, SNX17 is shown to be endogenously expressed in
cultured hippocampal and cortical neurons (Figure 13B).

All these results suggest that the same sorting motifs
that address LRP1 basolaterally in epithelial cells operate
to somatodendritically target the receptor in neurons, de-

Figure 11. The somatodendritic distribution of mLRP in
hippocampal neurons depends on the same motifs re-
quired for its basolateral distribution in epithelial cells.
Primary cultured hippocampal neurons were transfected
as described in Materials and Methods. The distribution of
the transfected mLRP was determined by confocal micros-
copy, using anti-HA to detect the receptor at the cell sur-
face (green) and, after cell permeabilization, using anti-
MAP2 (red) to determine the somatodendritic domain.
The restricted cell surface somatodendritic distribution of
mLRP (arrowheads) was lost when the critical basolateral
determinants, based on tyrosines and dileucines, were
replaced by alanines. This was visualized by the axonal
staining of the receptor in MAP2-negative structures (ar-
rows). The most striking distribution was the mLRPY29A
mutant, for which only the distal region of the axon was
positively stained with anti-HA. Scale bars, 20 �m (wt,
Y63A and LL86,87AA) and 100 �m (Y29A).

Figure 12. Intraneuronal distribution and unrestricted
transport of the mLRP4Y29A mutant to the axons. Top,
confocal micrographs showing the distribution of tubulin
(red) and HA-tagged mLRP4wt (green) in 7 DIV (days in
vitro) permeabilized cultured hippocampal neurons. HA-
tagged mLRP4 localized to short, dendritic-like processes.
Note that a thin long axon-like neurite (arrows) that
emerges from a dendritic shaft (arrowhead) and that is
positive for tubulin does not contain HA-tagged mLRP4.
The inset on the right panel (merge color) shows a high-
magnification view of the region where the axon-like neu-
rite originates. Bottom, confocal micrographs showing the
distribution of the somatodendritic marker MAP2 (red)
and the mutant HA-tagged mLRP4Y29A (green) in 7 DIV
cultured hippocampal neurons. Note that the ectopic mu-
tant variant of mLRP4 not only localized to dendritic-like
processes, but also to MAP2 (�), axon-like neurites (short
arrows in the merge panel). The long arrow in the merge
panel shows the dendritic site from which the axon
merges. For these experiments cells were fixed and per-
meabilized 18 h after transfection. Scale bar, 10 �m.
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spite the differences in the expression of AP1B. In this
system the recycling step would be only mediated by
SNX17.

DISCUSSION

This work shows novel features of the sorting mechanisms
involved in the polarized distribution of LRP1, by defining
the trafficking behavior of sorting mutants and the partici-
pation of AP1B and SNX17. The biosynthetic basolateral
pathway of LRP1 includes a TGN sorting event, mediated by
Y29, and a post-TGN trafficking through �1B-containing RE,
which is blocked by an �1B antibody (Cancino et al., 2007).
Y29A mutants were apically missorted without entering this
�1B-RE, indicating that Y29 directs LRP1 from TGN to RE.
We also detected an interaction of LRP1 with AP1B by
coimmunoprecipitation, in agreement with our previous ob-
servation of LRP1 missorting in cells lacking �1B (Marzolo et
al., 2003). We also found that a different Y-dependent sorting
signal mediates LRP1 basolateral recycling, implicating dis-
tinct sorting elements operating during biosynthetic and
recycling trafficking. These sorting elements include, for the
first time, SNX17 recruitment to BSEs, which are distinct
from the AP1B endosomes. Finally, sorting signals of LRP1
seem to be similarly decoded in neurons. We found that
neurons, which lack AP1B, express SNX17 and the LRP1

mutant with a defective SNX17-binding site distributes in-
tracellularly as expected for a recycling defect. This suggests
that SNX17 constitutes a conserved element of the polarized
protein-sorting machinery between neurons and epithelial
cells.

Mutational analysis revealed multiple motifs contributing
to basolateral distribution of LRP1, including Y29, N26, Y63,
and LL85,86 residues. The individual silencing of these resi-
dues produces distinct LRP1 distribution patterns, indicat-
ing that they are not functionally redundant and cannot
compensate the lack of each other. The different phenotypes
could be explained by temporal-spatial differences in the
sorting events that these motifs mediate.

In nonpolarized cells the proximal NPxY motif of LRP1
constitutes both a binding site for SNX17 and a sorting motif
for SNX17-mediated receptor recycling (van Kerkhof et al.,
2005). The mutant NPxA29 showed lower recycling effi-
ciency, and SNX17 knockdown by siRNA inhibited LRP1
recycling (van Kerkhof et al., 2005). Although these studies
only analyzed the recycling effect of the Y29A mutant, they
show that both Y29 and N29 residues are required for SNX17
binding in vitro. Therefore, one might expect that both N26A
and Y29A mutant receptors display similar sorting defects
unless they follow different pathways. Our current results
clearly demonstrate that N26 and Y29 residues exert separa-
ble functions at different sorting places in polarized cells.

Figure 13. Intraneuronal distribution and absence of
cell surface expression of the mLRP4N26A mutant in
hippocampal neurons. (A) Differential cell surface ex-
pression of mLRP4wt (top panel) and N26A (bottom
panel) in hippocampal neurons in primary culture was
evidenced by immunofluorescence detection of the sur-
face minireceptor using a polyclonal anti-HA (red), fol-
lowed by permeabilization and detection of the intra-
cellular minireceptor using a monoclonal anti-HA
(green). The wild-type mLRP4 was expressed in the
somato-dendritic surface, but the N26A mutant was only
intracellular and somatodendritic. Scale bars, 10 �m. (B)
Hippocampal neurons cultured 7 d in vitro and cortical
neurons were lysed, 100 �g of proteins were resolved in
reducing SDS-PAGE, and the presence of endogenous
SNX17 and LRP1 was determined by Western blot.
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In polarized cells, the N26A mutation dramatically de-
creased the cell surface expression of LRP1. The receptor
became intracellularly accumulated in endosomes that con-
tain EEA1, thus corresponding to described BSE (Wilson et
al., 2000). LRP1 has a very high internalization rate, �10
times higher than LDLR’s (Li et al., 2001a), thus at steady
state, it distributes mainly at intracellular endocytic pools,
but also basolaterally in small yet detectable levels (Marzolo
et al., 2003). In MDCK cells, we performed microinjection
experiments to follow the sorting of LRP1 minireceptors
from the TGN to the cell surface. Coexpression of D/N-
eps15 to inhibit LRP1 endocytosis increased the basolateral
distribution of the wild-type minireceptors. However, the
distribution of the N26A mutants was much less affected, as
expected for a defect in recycling, which was demonstrated
using a sensitive recycling assay and cytometry. The results
showed that recycling efficiency of N26A mutant decreased
by �90%.

The only proteins so far described to mediate Y-depen-
dent basolateral sorting have been the clathrin adaptors AP4
(Simmen et al., 2002) and AP1B (Folsch et al., 1999; Sugimoto
et al., 2002). In nonpolarized cells, LRP1 recycling involves
SNX17 (van Kerkhof et al., 2005). Strikingly, we found here
that the wild-type minireceptor, but not the N26A mutant,
recruits SNX17 to EEA1-containing BSE, the same compart-
ments in which the mutant accumulates. This previously
unnoticed correspondence between NPxY-mediated SNX17
endosomal recruitment and LRP1 recycling indicates that
SNX17 constitutes a novel element of the basolateral recy-
cling machinery.

When the Y29A mutant was coexpressed with D/N-eps15
and after having exited the TGN, it appeared at the apical
cell surface, without displaying any basolateral location.
Therefore, in epithelial cells the Y29A mutant does not follow
the same pathway as the N26A mutant; otherwise, a recy-
cling arrest would have led to its intracellular accumulation,
with very little or undetectable cell surface expression. Ex-
periments performed in FRT cells, which first accumulated
the Y29A in the TGN by the 20°C block and then followed its
exit from this compartment, did not detect a transit through
the �1B-RE, in contrast to the wild-type receptor. Thus, the
data fit better with a scenario in which the Y29A mutant, due
to recessive apical information possibly contained in its
ectodomain (Marzolo et al., 2003), reaches the apical surface
directly from the TGN rather than from the post-Golgi en-
dosomal compartment or from the basolateral cell surface by
transcytosis (Figure 14). Thus, LRP1 contains a Y29-depen-
dent, but N26-independent, sorting signal for biosynthetic
basolateral sorting at the TGN, whereas the N26PxY29 motif
directs postendocytic exit from BSE, through a mechanism
involving membrane recruitment of SNX17 (Figure 14).

Exhaustive studies on LDLR have led to the prevalent
notion that the same Y-dependent basolateral information is
decoded during biosynthetic and recycling trafficking (Mat-
ter et al., 1993). In this sense, our results constitute the first
indication that the biosynthetic and recycling sorting ma-
chineries can distinguish between Y-based sorting motifs.
Furthermore, we provide evidence that such distinction
could be due to temporally and spatially separated sorting
events accomplished by yet unknown adaptors at the TGN,
AP1B in RE, and SNX17 in BSEs. In FRT cells, where our
anti-�1B antibody is suitable for immunofluorescent stain-
ing of endogenous �1B, we found that the SNX17 endo-
somes contain EEA1, which is considered a marker of BSEs
(Wilson et al., 2000), but do not contain �1B. AP1B distrib-
utes poorly in early endosomes labeled with rab 5 (Gan et al.,
2002) and distributes in a compartment with typical charac-

teristics of CRE (Cancino et al., 2007). Because CRE is down-
stream BSE, all these observations mean that most recycling
of LRP1 is SNX17-mediated at BSEs before reaching CRE.

Our results reinforce the notion that NPxY motifs can
have distinct sorting functions and even dual functions in a
same protein depending on the kind of cell. The trafficking
role of NPxY motifs of other proteins seems to be mainly
endocytic (Chen et al., 1990; Hsu et al., 1994; Cuitino et al.,
2005). However, neither of the two cytosolic NPxY motifs of
LRP1 play roles in internalization (Li et al., 2000). In the LDLR,
the proximal NPxY motif is an endocytic motif in which the
tyrosine residue, independent of the N and P residues and
together with downstream acidic residues, constitutes a mild
basolateral sorting signal, as it is easily overcome by receptor
overexpression and becomes apparent only in truncated recep-
tors (Matter et al., 1992, 1994). The strongest basolateral sort-
ing signal of the LDLR depends on a more distal tyrosine
and also includes distal acidic residues (Matter et al., 1994).
In contrast, the proximal Y29-dependent basolateral sorting
signal of LRP1 is rather independent of downstream acidic
residues and exerts basolateral destination even upon recep-
tor overexpression and in the context of the entire cytosolic
tail, thus acting as a strong basolateral determinant. This Y29
residue also belongs to an NPxY motif, but it is only crucial
for basolateral recycling. These results show for the first time

Figure 14. Working model for LRP1 intracellular trafficking in
epithelial cells. The data obtained in this work and others previ-
ously published (Marzolo et al., 2003; Rodriguez-Boulan et al., 2005;
van Kerkhof et al., 2005; Cancino et al., 2007) allow us to derive a
working model for LRP1 trafficking. During the biosynthetic path-
way, LRP1 is primarily segregated into basolateral-destined vesicles
through the recognition of Y29, likely without an NPxY motif. This
recognition step occurs at the TGN and likely requires a not yet
known adaptor protein(s) that recognizes the critical tyrosine resi-
due (1a). Most of LRP1 should be then segregated by AP1B in the RE
(1b), probably recognized through the distal tyrosine-based signal
YATL. When the sorting signal is mutated or the corresponding
sorting machinery is functionally absent, the receptor fails to be
correctly segregated and is directed to the apical membrane or to
both domains (punctuate arrow). Once LRP1 arrives at the basolat-
eral membrane, it is actively endocytosed and has to be postendo-
cytically segregated from the basolateral sorting endosome (BSE) in
a manner that depends on the proximal NPxY motif and SNX17 (2a;
van Kerkhof et al., 2005). A failure in this step causes LRP1 to be
trapped in this compartment. After BSE (2b), a secondary recycling
step may occur at the common RE and depend on the Y63ATL66/
LL86,87 motifs and probably on the AP1B adaptor complex as well
(Marzolo et al., 2003) (3).
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that trafficking information embedded within a single NPxY
motif can assign distinct temporal-spatial sorting functions
to the Y residue.

We previously showed that Y63 also exerts a basolateral
sorting function (Marzolo et al., 2003). Y63 is shared by a
distal N60PxY63 motif and by the previously identified en-
docytic motif Y63ATL (Li et al., 2000). Here, we demonstrate
that the Y63ATL is a basolateral sorting motif that seems to
function in concert with the other LRP1 endocytic signal
LL86,87 (Li et al., 2000). Disruption of any of these motifs
separately or together in a double mutant Y63A/LL86,87AA
results in nonpolarized receptor distribution, suggesting
that both act as a single complex sorting signal. Further-
more, the sorting information conveyed by Y63ATL and
LL86,87 does not compensate for the Y29A mutation, thus
ruling out their participation at the TGN.

Because Y63A mutant has been shown to decrease but not
completely abrogate the endocytic rate of LRP1 (Li et al.,
2000), the loss of polarity of this mutant could be achieved
during its recycling traffic through a compartment different
from BSE, in which the N26PxY29/SNX17 system mediates
basolateral recycling. Our biotinylation assays demonstrated
that these mutants undergo basolateral-to-apical transcyto-
sis. Taken together, the overall results suggest that Y63A
mutants are first addressed basolaterally by Y29-dependent
sorting at the TGN and then become missorted to both
plasma membrane domains when they reach the CRE com-
partment, presumably after several rounds of recycling from
the SNX17-containing BSE. Because the nonpolarized distri-
bution of the endocytosis mutants is similar to the distribu-
tion of LRP1 in cells lacking �1B (Marzolo et al., 2003), the
most plausible model is that Y63ATL and LL86,87 motifs
contribute to AP1B-dependent basolateral sorting of LRP1 in
CRE compartment, both during post-TGN biosynthetic traf-
ficking and post-SNX17 recycling trafficking. This model
implies that AP1B and SNX17 sort LRP1 at different stations
of its endocytic recycling itinerary recognizing distinct sort-
ing motifs (see proposed model in Figure 14).

A matter still under scrutiny and debate is the proposed
correspondence between basolateral/apical sorting in epi-
thelial cells and somatodendritic/axonal sorting in neurons
(Dotti and Simons, 1990; Silverman et al., 2005). It could be
dependent on the specific type of sorting signals possessed
by individual proteins. For instance, mutants of the LDLR
and TfR lacking basolateral sorting signals are directed api-
cally in MDCK cells but without polarity in neurons (Jareb
and Banker, 1998). This suggests that neurons cannot handle
recessive apical information contained in these proteins.
There is also evidence suggesting that neurons do not rec-
ognize dihydrophobic-based basolateral sorting signals (Sil-
verman et al., 2005). However, the sorting behavior of wild
type and all our mutant receptors expressed in hippocampal
neurons show striking congruency with the sorting correspon-
dence hypothesis. Even the apical Y29A mutant segregate ex-
clusively into the distal part of the axon, whereas the Y63A and
LL86,87AA mutants segregate without polarity. This indicates
that neurons can effectively decode recessive apical informa-
tion as well as dihydrophobic somatodendritic sorting sig-
nals in recycling proteins. Interestingly, both the axon and
dendrites contained intracellular vesicles carrying the Y29A
mutant, suggesting a complex mechanism of distal axonal
regionalization that, as described for other axonal proteins
such as NgCAM (Horton and Ehlers, 2003), might involve
selective fusion/retention processes. Neurons do not ex-
press AP1B (Ohno et al., 1999), but we found that they do
express SNX17. Furthermore, neurons also intracellularly
distributed the N26A mutant lacking the SNX17 binding

motif. In principle, AP4, which has been involved in somato-
dendritic addressing of the glutamate-receptor �2 (Yap et al.,
2003), could sort LRP1 at the TGN, whereas SNX17 could play
a predominant role in LRP1 somatodendritic recycling. The
missorting similarities of the LRP1 mutants suggest conser-
vation of the compartmentalized use of sorting signals at the
TGN and recycling compartments in epithelial cells and
neurons.

LRP1 is required for development and exerts crucial phys-
iological functions in tissues such as brain, liver and differ-
ent epithelia, which rely on polarized cells (Herz et al., 1992;
Herz et al., 1993). We could anticipate, in accordance with
recent data (Roebroek et al., 2006), that natural mutants
affecting those critical sorting motifs that we have defined,
especially the proximal NPxY, would be relatively unviable.
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